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Abstract
Background—Genetic and pharmacological evidence suggests that the cyclic adenosine
monophosphate–dependent protein kinase A pathway modulates neurobiological responses to
ethanol. Mutant mice lacking the RIIβ subunit of protein kinase A (RIIβ−/−) are resistant to ethanol-
induced sedation and drink significantly more ethanol than littermate wild-type mice (RIIβ+/+). We
determined whether high ethanol intake by the RIIβ −/− mice on alternate genetic backgrounds is
reliably predicted by high basal levels of anxiety or resistance to the sedative effects of ethanol.
Methods—Two-bottle choice procedures and a battery of behavioral tests (elevated plus maze,
open-field activity, and zero maze) were used to assess voluntary ethanol consumption and basal
levels of anxiety in RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice on either a C57BL/6J or a 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J genetic
background. Additionally, ethanol-induced sedation and blood ethanol levels were determined in
RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice after intraperitoneal injection of ethanol (3.8 g/kg).
Results—RIIβ−/− mice on both genetic backgrounds consumed more ethanol and had a greater
preference for ethanol relative to RIIβ+/+ mice. However, RIIβ−/− mice showed reduced basal levels
of anxiety when maintained on the C57BL/6J background but showed increased anxiety when
maintained on the 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background. Consistent with prior research, RIIβ−/− mice
were resistant to the sedative effects of ethanol, regardless of the genetic background. Finally,
RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice showed similar blood ethanol levels.
Conclusions—These results indicate that high ethanol consumption is associated with resistance
to the sedative effects of ethanol but that basal levels of anxiety, as well as ethanol metabolism, do
not reliably predict high ethanol drinking by RIIβ−/− mice.
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MANY NEUROTRANSMITTERS, NEUROMODULATORS, and hormones transduce their
signal into cells by activating G protein–coupled receptors. After G protein–coupled receptor
binding, cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels are either enhanced or inhibited via
changes in adenylyl cyclase activation. This action leads to concomitant increases or decreases,
respectively, in cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) activity. PKA is a holoenzyme that
consists of a regulatory (R) subunit homodimer and two catalytic (C) subunits (Brandon et al.,
1997). In the mouse, PKA includes four regulatory subunits (RIα, RIβ, RIIα, and RIIβ) and
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two catalytic subunits (Cα and Cβ), which are expressed in tissue-specific patterns (McKnight,
1991).
A growing body of evidence from both human and animal studies suggests that variation of
the cAMP/PKA system alters ethanol-seeking behavior and acute alcohol-induced
physiological responses. Human alcoholics have lower platelet adenylyl cyclase activity when
compared with controls (Ikeda et al., 1998; Parsian et al., 1996), and cAMP levels in
lymphocytes collected from alcoholics are higher than normal under basal conditions but are
lower after chronic exposure to ethanol (Nagy et al., 1988). In vitro studies indicate that
NG108-15 cells exposed to ethanol show translocation of the Cα subunit from the Golgi area
to the nucleus as long as ethanol is present (Dohrman et al., 1996). Furthermore, long-term
(12-hr) exposure to ethanol causes translocation of both the Cα and RIIβ subunits to the nucleus
(Dohrman et al., 2002). This translocation and the phosphorylation of cAMP-response element
binding protein (CREB) are blocked by pretreatment with a type II PKA antagonist
(Constantinescu et al., 2002). In vivo studies show that mutant drosophila lacking production
of the RII subunit of PKA are resistant to the intoxicating effects of ethanol (Park et al.,
2000). In agreement, we have reported that genetically altered mice lacking the RIIβ subunit
of PKA (RIIβ−/−) are resistant to ethanol-induced sedation and drink significantly more ethanol
than litter-mate wild-type (RIIβ+/+) mice (Thiele et al., 2000b).
The goal of this research was 2-fold. First, we determined whether RIIβ−/− mice drink increased
amounts of ethanol when maintained on alternate genetic backgrounds. A growing body of
literature is emerging indicating that phenotypes, including neurobiological responses to
ethanol, can depend on the genetic background of the knock-out model (Bowers et al., 1999;
Howe et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 2003; Phillips et al., 1999; Simpson et al.,
1997; Thiele et al., 2000a). We have previously studied RIIβ−/− mice maintained on a mixed
129/SvJ × C57BL/6J genetic background (Thiele et al., 2000b). To extend these findings in
this study, we assessed ethanol consumption by RIIβ−/− mice backcrossed over eight
generations to a pure C57BL/6J inbred background and by RIIβ−/− mice maintained on a mixed
129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background. In addition to background strain (Belknap et al., 1993),
sex is a factor that can influence ethanol consumption (Middaugh et al., 1999). Thus, we also
determined whether the high ethanol drinking by RIIβ−/− mice is sex dependent. If both male
and female RIIβ−/− mice showed increased ethanol intake on multiple genetic backgrounds,
this would strengthen the argument that the RIIβ subunit of PKA is a key mediator of voluntary
ethanol consumption.
The second goal was to identify possible predictors of the high ethanol consumption that is
characteristic of RIIβ−/− mice. One factor that has been proposed to contribute to the initiation
of ethanol consumption or to continued use of this drug is high basal levels of anxiety (Bibb
and Chambless, 1986; Cappell and Herman, 1972; Cornelius et al., 2003; Koob, 2003; Schuckit
and Hesselbrock, 1994). Low PKA, phosphorylated CREB (p-CREB), and CREB-targeted
gene activity in the central and medial amygdala—brain regions that modulate fear and anxiety
(Davis, 1997)—are associated with increased anxiety-like behavior in rodents (Pandey et al.,
2003a,b; Roy and Pandey, 2002). Because RIIβ−/− mice have blunted cAMP-induced PKA
activity in the amygdala (Thiele et al., 2000b), we used a battery of behavioral tests to determine
whether the increased ethanol drinking by RIIβ−/− mice is associated with increased basal levels
of anxiety. Sex and strain are factors that influence anxiety in mice (Contet et al., 2001; Voikar
et al., 2001); therefore, we studied anxiety-like behavior in male and female RIIβ−/− mice
maintained on multiple genetic backgrounds. A second factor that may predispose to high
ethanol consumption is an inherent resistance to the intoxicating effects of ethanol (Hodge et
al., 1999; Schuckit, 1994; Thiele et al., 1998, 2000b, 2002; Wand et al., 2001; Weinshenker et
al., 2000). Recent evidence indicates that low cAMP/PKA signaling promotes resistance to the
intoxicating properties of ethanol (Park et al., 2000; Thiele et al., 2000b; but see Wand et al.,
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2001); therefore, we further characterized male and female RIIβ−/− mice to determine whether




RIIβ−/− mice were created through disruption of the RIIβ gene by homologous recombination
in embryonic stem cells from 129/SvJ mice (Brandon et al., 1998). Chimeras were bred with
C57BL/6J mice to obtain heterozygotes (50% 129/SvJ × 50% C57BL/6J). These heterozygotes
were backcrossed with C57BL/6J mice for eight generations to yield RIIβ+/− mice on an
approximately 100% C57BL/6J genetic background. For some experiments described here,
nonlittermate RIIβ+/− mice on the 100% C57BL/6J background were bred to provide RIIβ+/−
and RIIβ+/+ F(2) littermate mice. Additional experiments involved RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ F(2)
littermate mice on a 50% 129/SvEv × 50% C57BL/6J background that were created by crossing
the RIIβ−/− mice with wild-type 129/SvEv mice. The genetic status of all mice was determined
by using polymerase chain reaction procedures as described elsewhere (Thiele et al., 2000b).
Animals weighed approximately 20 g, were 3 to 6 months old at the beginning of experiments,
and were individually housed in polypropylene cages with corncob bedding. Mice had ad
libitum access to water and standard rodent chow (Tekland, Madison, WI) except where noted.
The colony room was maintained at approximately 22°C with a 12-hr/12-hr light/dark cycle
with lights off at 3:00 PM. All procedures used in this study were in compliance with the NIH
guidelines, and the protocols were approved by the University of North Carolina Animal Care
and Use Committee.
Voluntary Ethanol Consumption
RIIβ−/− (male, n = 9; female, n = 10) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) mice maintained
on a pure C57BL/6J background were tested with a two-bottle continuous-access paradigm
(ethanol solution in one bottle and water in the other bottle). A 3% (v/v) solution was presented
for the first 4 days. The concentrations were then increased to 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, 18, and 20%
every 4 days. Each drinking bottle was weighed every 2 days, and body weights were recorded
every 8 days. The position of the bottle containing the ethanol solution was reversed every 2
days to prevent the development of a position preference. To obtain a measure that corrected
for individual differences in body weight, grams of ethanol consumed per kilogram of body
weight were calculated. As a measure of relative ethanol preference, ethanol preference ratios
were calculated at each ethanol concentration by dividing the total ethanol solution consumed
by the total fluid (ethanol plus water) consumed. RIIβ−/− (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) and
RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) mice maintained on the mixed 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J
background were also tested by using the previously described two-bottle procedure. Three-
way 2 × 2 × 8 (genotype × sex × concentration) repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed
to analyze consumption data for both genetic backgrounds.
Elevated Plus Maze Testing
The elevated plus maze is a pharmacologically validated model for the assessment of anxiety
in rodents (Pellow et al., 1985). Drug-naive RIIβ−/− (male, n = 10; female, n = 5) and
RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female, n = 11) mice on a pure C57BL/6J background, as well as
RIIβ−/− (male, n = 12; female, n = 12) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 11; female, n = 12) mice on a
mixed 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background, were tested during the last 3 to 6 hr of their light
phase. Animals were transported to the room immediately adjacent to the testing room and
were allowed to habituate for approximately 30 min before procedures began. A small fan was
used to provide masking noise. The plus maze (MED Associates, Inc., St. Albans, VT) was
positioned in the center of the room directly below a ceiling-mounted lamp fitted with a single
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25-W red lightbulb that provided the only light for the room. Each mouse was individually
removed from its home cage and immediately placed onto the center square of the plus maze
with its nose pointing toward one of the open arms. The 5-min test session was video-recorded
with a tripod-mounted camcorder to eliminate the need for an investigator’s presence in the
testing room. Sessions were scored by genotype-blind investigators for the time spent in open
or closed arms and the proportion of total time spent in the open arm, defined as open-arm time
divided by total time spent in both arms. An animal was considered to have entered an arm of
the plus maze if all four paws had left the center square. Open- and closed-arm time was
considered terminated once a single paw was placed back into the center square. These data
were analyzed using two-way 2 × 2 (genotype × sex) ANOVAs.
Open-Field Testing
The open-field test is commonly used to assess anxiety in rodents. This test has been validated
in part by demonstration that benzodiazepines increase the amount of time a mouse will spend
in the center of the activity chamber (e.g., Choleris et al., 2001). Drug-naive RIIβ−/− (male, n
= 10; female, n = 10) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) mice on a pure C57BL/6J
background, as well as RIIβ−/− (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female,
n = 10) mice on a mixed 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background, were tested during their light
phase. All animals were transported to the testing room and allowed to habituate for at least
30 min before testing. A fan provided masking noise during the study, and testing was
conducted under ambient lighting conditions. Mice were placed into the center of an open-field
arena that automatically recorded activity via photo beam breaks (Harvard Apparatus, Inc.,
Holliston, MA). The open-field arena measured 40.64 × 40.64 × 30.48 cm and was made of
clear Plexiglas (Rohm & Haas Co., Philadelphia, PA). Testing sessions were 30 min long, and
the chambers were cleaned with isopropyl ethanol wipes after each session. Time spent and
distance traveled in the center section of the chamber were recorded (center time and center
distance). Similar measures were recorded for time spent and distance traveled in the portions
of the chamber closest to the walls (margin time and margin distance). For analyses, data were
converted to the proportion of total time spent in the center of the chamber, calculated as center
time/(center time + margin time), and the proportion of total locomotor activity in the center
of the chamber, calculated as center distance/(center distance + margin distance). Data for each
genetic background were analyzed with a two-way 2 × 2 (genotype × sex) ANOVA.
Zero Maze Testing
The zero maze has been validated as a test of anxiety from observations that anxiolytic drugs
increase open-arm time in the maze, whereas anxiogenic drugs reduce open-arm time
(Shepherd et al., 1994). Approximately 3 weeks after the open-field test, the mice used in the
open-field test described previously were transported to a room immediately adjacent to the
testing room and allowed to habituate for at least 30 min before testing began. A fan was used
to provide masking noise. The zero maze (Hamilton-Kinder, Poway, CA) was positioned in
the center of a room below a ceiling-mounted lamp fitted with a single 25-W red lightbulb that
provided the only light for the room. Each mouse was individually removed from its home
cage and immediately placed just inside a closed arm of the zero maze with its nose pointing
into the closed-arm section. The 5-min test session was video-recorded with a tripod-mounted
camcorder to eliminate the need for an investigator’s presence in the testing room. Sessions
were scored by genotype-blind investigators for the proportion of time spent in open or closed
arms and for the number of open- and closed-arm entries. An animal was considered to have
entered the open arm if all four paws had left the closed arm. Open-arm time was considered
terminated once a single paw was placed back into the closed arm. Data for each genetic
background were analyzed with a two-way (genotype × sex) ANOVA.
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RIIβ−/− (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) mice on a
pure C57BL/6J background and RIIβ−/− (male, n = 10; female, n = 10) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n =
10; female, n = 10) mice on a 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background were tested for ethanol-
induced sedation. Mice on the C57BL/6J background were drug naïve, and mice on the 129/
SvEv × C57BL/6J background received an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital
(50 or 60 mg/kg, distributed evenly between genotypes) 3 weeks before testing with ethanol.
Mice were transported to the testing room 45 min before procedures for a period of habituation.
Body weights were recorded, and mice were returned to their home cages. Mice received an
intraperitoneal injection of ethanol (3.8 g/kg; 19% w/v, mixed in isotonic saline) and were
returned to their home cages for observation. Upon onset of loss of the righting reflex, mice
were removed from their home cages and placed on their backs in a plastic U-shaped trough.
Mice were monitored, and the righting reflex was considered regained when mice could right
themselves onto all four paws three times within 30 sec. Duration of loss of righting reflex data
were analyzed with two-way 2 × 2 (genotype × sex) ANOVAs.
Blood Ethanol Concentrations
Drug-naive RIIβ−/− (male, n = 3; female, n = 3) and RIIβ+/+ (male, n = 3; female, n = 3) mice
on a pure C57BL/6J background received an intraperitoneal injection of ethanol (3.8 g/kg; 19%
w/v, mixed in isotonic saline) and were returned to their home cages. As adapted from breath-
sampling procedures for rats (Pohorecky and Brick, 1982), breath ethanol samples were taken
from mice at 5, 17, 29, 41, 53, 130, 207, 284, 361, and 438 min after injection and immediately
processed with gas chromatograph procedures described previously (Knapp et al., 1993;
Navarro et al., 2003). To collect breath, a mouse was placed into a 50-ml polypropylene
centrifuge tube (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) with its nose positioned at the 10-ml mark.
Animals were allowed to breathe for 20 sec (approximately 60 breaths at three breaths per
second) while enclosed in the tube before a 1.5-ml sample was removed through a needle placed
through a small hole drilled in the normally closed conical end of the tube. This needle extended
into the tube to approximately the 5-ml mark and was angled dorsally relative to the mouse’s
nose.
To extrapolate blood ethanol levels from breath, 6-μl tail nick blood samples from each animal
were also collected into capillary tubes at 41 and 207 min and were dispensed immediately
into 12 × 75-mm borosilicate glass tubes containing 375 μl of water and 0.5 g of NaCl. These
liquid samples were capped and frozen until processing in the gas chromatograph. Liquid
ethanol standards (also 6 μl; 0–400 mg/100 ml) and samples were similarly prepared and heated
in a water bath at 55°C for 10 min. Subsequently, a 1.5-ml sample of headspace gas was
removed from the glass tubes with a plastic 3.0-ml syringe and injected directly into an SRI
8610C gas chromatograph (SRI, Torrance, CA) equipped with an external syringe adapter and
a 1.0-ml external loading loop. Samples were run at 140°C through a Hayesep D column (Hayes
Separations, Bandera, TX) and detected with a flame ionization detector at approximately 2
min after injection. Hydrogen gas, carrier gas (also hydrogen), and internal air generator flow
rates were 13.3, 25, and 250 ml/min, respectively. Areas under the curve for both breath and
blood samples were analyzed with SRI PeakSimple software for Windows running on a laptop
computer and were converted to milligrams per 100 ml in blood on the basis of the curve
generated for the standards and the relationship between blood and breath samples taken from
the same mouse. Blood ethanol data were analyzed with a three-way 2 × 2 × 10 (genotype ×
sex × postinjection time) repeated-measures ANOVA.
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All data in this report are presented as mean ± SEM. We used ANOVA to analyze all data, and
t tests were used for planned comparisons (Winer et al., 1991). Significance was accepted at
p < 0.05 (two tailed).
Voluntary Ethanol Consumption
Voluntary ethanol consumption data are presented in Fig. 1. RIIβ−/− mice on the C57BL/6J
background consumed significantly more ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice (Fig. 1A). ANOVA
performed on these data revealed that the genotype [F(1,35) = 11.20], sex [F(1,35) = 10.29],
and ethanol concentration [F(7,245) = 27.52] main effects were all significant. These
significant main effects reflected the increased consumption of ethanol by RIIβ−/− mice, greater
consumption of ethanol by female mice (data collapsed across males and females for simplicity
of presentation), and increased consumption of ethanol as the concentration of the ethanol
solution was increased, respectively. Similar amounts of ethanol consumption have been
reported with mice of a C57BL/6J (Wang et al., 2003) and 129/SvJ × C57BL/6J (Thiele et al.,
2000b) background, and high consumption of ethanol by female C57BL/6 mice relative to
males has been reported previously (Middaugh et al., 1999). The genotype × concentration [F
(7,245) = 2.19] and sex × concentration [F(7,245) = 4.64] interaction effects were also
significant. Planned comparisons confirmed that male and female RIIβ−/− mice drank
significantly more ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice at each of the concentrations tested. Mice
maintained on the C57BL/6J background consistently showed preference for ethanol solution,
as evidenced by preference ratios of greater than 50%. ANOVA run on ethanol preference ratio
data from mice on the C57BL/6J background (Fig. 1B) revealed a significant main effect of
genotype [F(1,35) = 7.25], and planned comparisons revealed that RIIβ−/− mice had
significantly higher ethanol preference ratios during access to the 3, 5, 8, 15, and 20% ethanol
concentrations. There were no genotype differences in water consumption at any point during
testing (data not shown).
In general, the RIIβ−/− mice on the 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background consumed significantly
more ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice (Fig. 1C). An ANOVA performed on the data revealed
significant genotype [F(1,36) = 9.70], sex [F(1,36) = 9.46], and concentration [F(7,252) =
18.25] main effects. The genotype × concentration [F(7,252) = 5.91] and sex × concentration
[F(7,252) = 4.76] interaction effects were also significant. Planned comparisons revealed that
male and female RIIβ−/− mice drank significantly more ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice during access
to the 10–20% ethanol concentrations. RIIβ−/− mice on the 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background
showed significantly greater preference of ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice [F(1,36) = 4.98], and
planned comparisons revealed that genotypes differed during access to the 10–20% ethanol
concentrations (Fig. 1D). The 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J mice rarely showed a true ethanol
preference (<50% preference ratio) during the course of the experiment, as was observed in
mice maintained on the pure C57BL/6J genetic background. C57BL/6J mice consume more
ethanol than other inbred strain, including 129 strains (Belknap et al., 1993). Thus, the absolute
consumption and preference ratio would be predicted to be less in mice on a mixed 129/SvEv
× C57BL/6J background relative to pure C57BL/6J mice. There were no significant differences
in water consumption between genotypes at any point during two-bottle testing (data not
shown).
Elevated Plus Maze Testing
Elevated plus maze data are presented in Fig. 2. RIIβ−/− mice on the C57BL/6J background
showed significantly longer open-arm time [F(1,34) = 7.01], a significantly greater proportion
of total time spent in the open arm [F(1,34) = 6.89], and significantly less closed-arm time [F
(1,34) = 6.61] relative to RIIβ+/+ mice (Fig. 2A–C). In general, RIIβ−/− mice on the 129/SvEv
× C57BL/6J background did not differ from RIIβ+/+ mice during elevated plus maze testing
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(Fig. 2D–F). However, there was a significant sex × genotype interaction with respect to the
proportion of time spent in the open arm [F(1,43) = 4.59]. Planned comparisons revealed that
male RIIβ−/− mice showed a significantly lower proportion of time spent in the open arm
relative to RIIβ+/+ mice (0.13 ± 0.03 vs. 0.26 ± 0.04, respectively). However, there were no
significant differences between female RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice (0.31 ± 0.08 vs. 0.20 ± 0.06,
respectively). Similar sex differences in plus maze behavior have been observed in mice of a
129 × C57BL/6 mixed genetic background (Voikar et al., 2001).
Open-Field Testing
Open-field activity data are presented in Fig. 3. RIIβ−/− mice on the C57BL/6J background
failed to show genotype differences (Fig. 3A–C). However, RIIβ−/− mice on the 129/SvEv ×
C57BL/6J background spent significantly less of their total time [F(1,36) = 4.18] and total
locomotor activity [F(1,36) = 7.99] in the center of the chamber relative to RIIβ+/+ mice (Fig.
3D and 3E). There was no significant difference between genotypes with respect to total
locomotor activity (Fig. 3F).
Zero Maze Testing
Zero maze data are presented in Fig. 4. There were no significant differences between
RIIβ−/− mice and RIIβ+/+ mice in the proportion of time spent in the open arm or open-arm
entries, regardless of the genetic background.
Ethanol-Induced Sedation Testing
Results from the ethanol-induced sedation test are presented in Fig. 5. In C57BL/6J mice, there
was a significant main effect of genotype [F(1,39) = 7.85]: the RIIβ−/− mice regained their
righting reflex in less time than RIIβ+/+ mice (44.10 ± 7.29 min versus 73.60 ± 7.56 min,
respectively). A similar main effect of genotype [F(1,39) = 6.52] was observed in mice
maintained on the 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J background. RIIβ−/− mice regained their righting
reflex in less time than RIIβ+/+ mice (42.64 ± 7.11 min versus 69.43 ± 8.51 min, respectively).
As mentioned previously, mice on the mixed genetic background had previous experience with
pentobarbital injection. The RIIβ−/− mice were found to be more sensitive to pentobarbital-
induced sedation [F(1,39) = 4.70] compared with the RIIβ+/+ mice (68.78 ± 8.29 min versus
44.04 ± 7.89 min sleep time, respectively). For this reason, the possibility of cross-tolerance
seems unlikely because of the opposite direction of the results. In addition, sleep times were
quite similar to those observed previously in RIIβ−/− mice maintained on a similar genetic
background (Thiele et al., 2000b).
Blood Ethanol Assessments
Figure 6 depicts blood ethanol levels over the 7-hr monitoring period. As extrapolated from
breath samples, blood ethanol levels seemed to increase rapidly for all animals within minutes
and peaked within the first 15 to 20 min. Levels then fell to nearly zero within 6 to 7 hr. ANOVA
revealed significant effects of postinjection time, as expected because of normal absorption
and metabolism [F(9,72) = 238.76]. There was a significant sex × postinjection time interaction
that seemed primarily due to the more rapid decline of blood ethanol levels in female mice [F
(9,72) = 2.63]. However, there were no significant main effects of genotype status or sex and
no other significant interactions.
DISCUSSION
Consistent with prior research (Thiele et al., 2000b), RIIβ−/− mice drank significantly more
ethanol and had greater ethanol preference relative to RIIβ+/+ mice. A growing body of
literature is emerging indicating that phenotypes, including neurobiological responses to
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ethanol, can depend on the genetic background of the knock-out model (Bowers et al., 1999;
Howe et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 2003; Phillips et al., 1999; Simpson et al.,
1997; Thiele et al., 2000a). It is important to note that because male and female RIIβ−/− mice
maintained on the C57BL/6J, 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J, and 129/SvJ × C57BL/6J (Thiele et al.,
2000b) genetic backgrounds show increased consumption and preference for ethanol, the
contribution of the RIIβ subunit of PKA to ethanol intake does not seem to be genetic
background or sex dependent. Furthermore, this study shows that male and female RIIβ−/−
mice on each genetic background tested are resistant to ethanol-induced sedation relative to
RIIβ+/+ mice. We have previously shown that RIIβ−/− mice on a mixed 129/SvJ × C57BL/6J
background are resistant to ethanol-induced sedation (Thiele et al., 2000b); therefore, reduced
sensitivity to the intoxicating effects of ethanol is an additional phenotype observed on multiple
genetic backgrounds in both male and female RIIβ−/− mice. Taken together, these findings
strengthen the argument that the RIIβ subunit of PKA is a key mediator of neurobiological
responses to ethanol.
Increased consumption of ethanol by the RIIβ−/− mice does not seem to be related to the taste
or caloric properties of ethanol, because these mice show normal consumption of solutions
containing either sucrose or quinine and have normal food intake (Thiele et al., 2000b).
Furthermore, increased consumption of ethanol and reduced sensitivity to ethanol-induced
sedation are not related to alterations of ethanol metabolism, because RIIβ−/− mice on the
C57BL/6J background in this study and on the mixed 129/SvJ × C57BL/6J background (Thiele
et al., 2000b) show normal blood ethanol levels relative to RIIβ+/+ mice. Thus, we conclude
that the increased consumption of ethanol and resistance to ethanol-induced sedation reflect
altered sensitivity to the pharmacological effects of ethanol in RIIβ−/− mice.
One of the goals of this report was to identify factors that predict the high ethanol consumption
characteristic of the RIIβ−/− mice. High basal levels of anxiety and increased anxiety associated
with ethanol withdrawal are factors that have been suggested to drive increased ethanol intake
(Bibb and Chambless, 1986; Cappell and Herman, 1972; Cornelius et al., 2003; Koob, 2003;
Schuckit and Hesselbrock, 1994). Low PKA, p-CREB, and CREB-targeted gene (i.e.,
neuropeptide Y) activity in the central and medial amygdala are associated with increased
anxiety-like behavior (Pandey et al., 2003a,b; Roy and Pandey, 2002). Because RIIβ−/− mice
have blunted cAMP-induced PKA activity in the amygdala (Thiele et al., 2000b), we
hypothesized that the increased ethanol drinking by RIIβ−/− mice would be associated with
increased basal levels of anxiety. However, although RIIβ−/− mice on both the C57BL/6J and
129/SvEv × 129/SvEv genetic backgrounds drink more ethanol than RIIβ+/+ mice, differences
in basal levels of anxiety are not consistently observed between the genotypes, as assessed by
a battery of tests commonly used to assess anxiety in rodents (Choleris et al., 2001; Pellow et
al., 1985; Shepherd et al., 1994). Relative to RIIβ+/+ mice, RIIβ−/− mice on the C57BL/6J
background spend significantly more time and a greater proportion of their total time in the
open arm of the plus maze, an outcome suggesting low levels of basal anxiety. However, male
RIIβ−/− mice on the C57BL/6J × 129/SvEv background spend a smaller proportion of their
total time in the open arm of the plus maze, and male and female mice on this background
spend less time in the center portion of the open-field chamber—outcomes indicating that the
RIIβ−/− mice on the mixed genetic background are more anxious relative to RIIβ+/+ mice. There
were no genotype differences on the zero maze test regardless of the genetic background. These
observations suggest that altered basal levels of anxiety (either high or low) do not consistently
predict high ethanol consumption by RIIβ−/− mice. Protein kinase C (PKC) isozyme knock-
outs have also been used to evaluate the role of anxiety in ethanol consumption. PKCɛ
knockout mice show reduced basal anxiety-like behavior and reduced consumption and operant
self-administration of ethanol relative to wild-type mice (Hodge et al., 1999, 2002; Olive et
al., 2000). However, PKCγ knock-out mice show reduced basal anxiety but self-administer
more ethanol than wild-type controls (Bowers and Wehner, 2001; Bowers et al., 2000). Basal
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anxiety is not a consistent predictor of ethanol consumption in the knock-out mice discussed
previously.
It is important to point out that quantitative trait locus analyses suggest that there are multiple
candidate genes for the modulation of anxiety-like behavior, and each are revealed with
different testing procedures (e.g., elevated plus maze and open-field activity; Henderson et al.,
2004; Turri et al., 2001). We suggest that anxiety, as measured by the battery of tests used in
this study, is not predictive of ethanol consumption. It is possible, however, that different
anxiety-testing procedures could produce alternative results. Additionally, mice tested with the
zero maze had experience with the open-field procedure, and it cannot be ruled out that the use
of strictly naive animals could have produced different results in the zero maze. Along these
lines, alternate environmental factors such as lighting conditions (ambient versus low light)
and time of day (light cycle versus dark cycle) could have also influenced our results. Finally,
we cannot eliminate the possibility that genotype differences in anxiety could emerge after
long-term ethanol consumption. Because anxiety stemming from withdrawal after chronic
ethanol exposure is modulated by PKA signaling and p-CREB activity (Pandey, 2003; Pandey
et al., 2001, 2003a, Pandey et al., b; Roy and Pandey, 2002), it will be important to determine
whether RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice differ in anxiety levels after ethanol withdrawal.
There is increasing evidence that high levels of voluntary ethanol consumption are associated
with resistance to the intoxicating effects produced by this drug, and vice versa (Choi et al.,
2002; Harris et al., 1995; Hodge et al., 1999; Thiele et al., 1998, 2002; Wand et al., 2001;
Weinshenker et al., 2000). Furthermore, this relationship has also been reported in the human
research literature (Schuckit, 1994). Thus, we determined whether male and female RIIβ−/−
mice on the C57BL/6J and 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J backgrounds are resistant to the sedative
effects of ethanol, as is observed in RIIβ−/− mice maintained on the C57BL/6J × 129/SvJ mixed
background (Thiele et al., 2000b). Consistent with previous observations, RIIβ−/− mice regain
their righting reflex in less time than RIIβ+/+ mice after intra-peritoneal injection of a 3.8 g/kg
dose of ethanol, regardless of sex or genetic background. Thus, because RIIβ−/− mice drink
high amounts of ethanol and regain their righting reflex significantly faster than RIIβ+/+ mice
in all cases, resistance to the sedative effects of ethanol seems to be a good predictor of high
ethanol drinking. It will be important to study the RIIβ−/− mice with a range of behavioral tests
to more fully characterize the extent to which these mice are resistant to the intoxicating effects
of ethanol (Crabbe et al., 2003; Rustay et al., 2003).
Since ethanol-associated phenotypes were first described in RIIβ−/− mice (Thiele et al.,
2000b), other mutant models have been characterized and support a role for endogenous cAMP/
PKA signaling in neurobiological responses to ethanol (Moore et al., 1998; Park et al., 2000;
Rodan et al., 2002; Wand et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2003). These results reinforce the argument
that the RIIβ subunit of PKA is a key mediator of voluntary ethanol consumption; however,
the mechanism involved remains unclear. It has been suggested that constitutive PKA
activation promotes increased ethanol consumption and resistance to the acute effects of
ethanol in RIIβ−/− mice (Thiele et al., 2000b). PKA activation occurs when cAMP binds to the
R subunit of the PKA complex, a process that liberates catalytically active C subunits (Brandon
et al., 1997). Increases in expression of RIα and RIβ do not compensate fully for the loss of
RIIβ (Amieux et al., 1997; Brandon et al., 1998); therefore, an increased proportion of active
C subunits are chronically unregulated in RIIβ−/− mice to produce a state of constitutive PKA
activation. Reduced cAMP-induced PKA activity in striatum, amygdala, and hippocampus
(Thiele et al., 2000b) occurs because R subunits also protect C subunits from proteolysis
(Hemmings, 1986). Unbound (i.e., active) C subunits are more rapidly degraded in RIIβ−/−
mice, and this leads to dramatic decreases in steady-state levels of both Cα and Cβ (Brandon
et al., 1998). In addition to possible constitutive PKA activity, it could be that activity
downstream of the PKA mutation is blunted in RIIβ−/− mice. In fact, RIIβ−/− mice demonstrate
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low expression of several CREB-targeted genes in the striatum, including low basal levels of
dynorphin messenger RNA (Brandon et al., 1998), an absence of haloperidol- and
amphetamine-induced c-fos messenger RNA (Adams et al., 1997; Brandon et al., 1998), and
a lack of haloperidol-induced neurotensin messenger RNA (Adams et al., 1997). Dynorphin
(Lindholm et al., 2001; Sandi et al., 1988), neurotensin (Ehlers et al., 1999; Erwin et al.,
1994, 2001), and c-fos (Bachtell et al., 1999; Ryabinin et al., 2003) have all been implicated
in the modulation of neurobiological responses to ethanol; thus, high ethanol consumption and
resistance to the intoxicating effects of ethanol by RIIβ−/− mice may reflect a perturbation to
these or other (e.g., neuropeptide Y; Pandey et al., 2003b) CREB-targeted systems.
In summary, we extend previous results by showing that male and female RIIβ−/− mice on
multiple genetic backgrounds consume more ethanol and are resistant to the sedative effects
of ethanol relative to RIIβ+/+ mice. Basal anxiety, as determined by a battery of behavioral
tests, is not a reliable predictor of high ethanol drinking by RIIβ−/− mice. However, resistance
to the sedative effects of ethanol seems to be a reliable predictor of high ethanol consumption.
Future experiments will study the RIIβ−/− mice with a range of behavioral tests to more fully
characterize the extent to which these mice are resistant to the intoxicating effects of ethanol
(Crabbe et al., 2003; Rustay et al., 2003).
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Consumption of ethanol solutions (A and C) and ethanol preference ratios (B and D) by mutant
mice lacking the RIIβ subunit of PKA (RIIβ−−) and littermate wild-type (RIIβ+/+) mice. Mice
were maintained on either a C57BL/6J (A and B) or 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J (C and D) genetic
background. Consumption data are expressed as grams of ethanol consumed per kilogram of
body weight per day, and each data point represents a 4-day average. Ethanol preference ratios
are expressed as volume of ethanol solution consumed/total fluid consumption. All values
reported are mean ± SEM (p < 0.05 relative to RIIβ+/+ mice).
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Elevated plus maze performance by RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice maintained on either a C57BL/
6J (A–C) or a 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J (D–F) genetic background. Data from 5-min test sessions
are expressed as time spent in the open arm (A and D), the proportion of total time that was
spent in the open arm (B and E), and the time spent in the closed arm (C and F). All values
reported are mean ± SEM (p < 0.05 relative to RIIβ+/+ mice).
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Open-field locomotor activity by RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice maintained on either a C57BL/6J
(A–C) or a 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J (D–F) genetic background. Data from 30-min test sessions
are expressed as the proportion of total time spent in the center of the chamber (A and D), the
proportion of total activity that occurred in the center chamber (B and E), and total locomotor
activity expressed as centimeters traveled during the 30-min test (C and F). All values reported
are mean ± SEM (p < 0.05 relative to RIIβ+/+ mice).
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Elevated zero maze performance by RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice maintained on either a C57BL/
6J (A and B) or a 129/SvEv × C57BL/6J (C and D) genetic background. Data from the 5-min
test session are expressed as the proportion of time spent in the open arm (A and C) and the
number of open-arm entries (B and D). All values reported are mean ± SEM. There were no
significant genotype differences.
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Time to regain the righting reflex after the injection of ethanol (3.8 g/kg intraperitoneally) by
RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice maintained on a C57BL/6J genetic background. Values are reported
as mean ± SEM (p < 0.05 relative to RIIβ+/+ mice).
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Blood ethanol levels from RIIβ−/− and RIIβ+/+ mice maintained on a C57BL/6J background
after injection of ethanol (3.8 g/kg intraperitoneally). Breath samples were taken at various
time points after ethanol administration until ethanol was no longer detected. All values
reported are mean ± SEM. There were no significant genotype differences.
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